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Abstract—Designing a hybrid powertrain remains a complex 

task. It is an intricate system involving numerous variables that are 

spread over different levels: architecture, component technologies, 

sizing, and control. There is currently a lack of frameworks or tools 

that help in exploring the entire design space and in finding the 

global optimal solution throughout these levels. This article proposes 

a systematic methodology that tries to answer a part of this need. 

Starting from a set of chosen components, the methodology 

automatically generates all the possible graphs of architectures 

using constraint-programming techniques. A tailored 

representation is developed to picture the graphs. They are then 

transformed into other types of representation (tables describing the 

connections and the powertrain modes). Based on these 

representations, the architectures are automatically filtered and the 

most promising ones are selected. They are automatically assessed 

and optimized using a specifically developed general hybrid model 

that calculates the performance and fuel consumption of all the 

generated architectures. This model is inserted inside a bi-level 

optimization process: a Genetic Algorithm is used on the sizing and 

components level, while the Dynamic Programming is used on the 

control level. A case study is performed and the capability of the 

methodology is proven.  

 
Index Terms—Powertrain design, hybrid electric vehicles, 

optimization, sizing, genetic algorithms, dynamic programming, 

constraint programming, architecture generation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE vehicle fleet-wide average CO2 emission targets keep 

on decreasing. For instance, the EU made an objective of 

37.5% CO2 reduction in 2030 compared to 2021 [1] for 

passenger cars. Such numbers cannot be reached with 

conventional diesel and gasoline powertrains.  

 To meet these CO2 targets, the stringent pollutant emissions 

standards and the users’ new demands, the automakers realized 

the inevitable need to propose more hybrid and electric 

powertrains. Designing in an optimal way a hybrid powertrain 

remains however a complex task. 
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i. (P)HEV design problem 

 (P)HEV (referring to Hybrid and Plug-in Hybrid Electric 

Vehicle) powertrains combine a battery electric traction system 

with a conventional engine-based traction system. Different 

architectures exist and can be split into 3 main categories: 

series, parallel and series-parallel [2]. Within a category, 

different variants can be made by changing the location of the 

powertrain components and by adding gears or gearboxes.  

Once the architecture is chosen, different component 

technologies can be selected, and different sizing can be made. 

The vehicle operation and fuel consumption will depend on all 

these choices and on the energy management during the 

operation. 

 
Figure 1: (P)HEV design problem in its optimization context 

In view of this, the design of (P)HEV can be seen as a multi-

objective optimization problem that is spread over multiple 

levels [3], [4] (Figure 1). The involved variables can be divided 

into 3 levels: (1) Architecture level, (2) Components technology 

and sizing level, (3) Control level. 

The variables are to be optimized while respecting 

constraints coming from a system level (as the vehicle 

performance) and components level (components limitations). 

The objective functions to optimize can be design related 

functions (powertrain cost, volume) or design and control 

related functions (fuel consumption, pollutants emissions). 

This design problem is highly challenging due to the high 

number of involved variables, the numerous conflicting 
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considerations, and the multi-objective, non-linear, non-convex 

character of the problem. In addition, the assessment of all the 

combinations of variables (brute force or exhaustive search) is 

not time feasible. 

ii. State of the art 

In the literature, this design problem is traditionally tackled 

by optimizing level 2 (Components technology & sizing) and 3 

(Control) without including the level of architecture in the 

optimization. Few benchmark architectures are arbitrarily 

selected, manually modeled, optimized on the two levels (2) 

and (3), and then compared [5][3]. Some manual topology 

modifications in the aim of efficiency improvement are also 

done. In [6] a gearbox is inserted between the Engine (ICE) and 

the Motor Generator (MG). Different topologies of series-

parallel HEV made by adding gears and gearboxes are studied 

in [7]. The location of the MG can also be changed and 

improved as in [8]. Different power-split topologies can also be 

considered as in [9]. 

Further, platforms are proposed to compare combinations of 

vehicle application, architectures, components choice, sizing, 

and control [10][11]. Sometimes, a general model is used to 

simulate the few studied architectures. For example, in [12] a 

general forward Simulink model is developed to assess 

different architectures by connecting or not some components 

by means of coefficients equal to a gear ratio or to zero if not 

connected. General models of power-split architectures are also 

used in [13][14][15], see below. In [16], a “matrix” based 

method with 2 clutches and four possible MGs positions allow 

to simulate a large class of hybrid vehicles with one gearbox. 

In the present paper an original general hybrid model based 

on the operating modes will be proposed. It will be able to 

simulate all the hybrid architectures with one engine, two 

electrical machines and complex or multiple gearboxes. 

The architecture level has not been sufficiently explored in the 

literature. This is because listing and modeling manually all the 

architectures is infeasible. In addition, it is because of the model 

complexity and computation time burden associated with the 

architecture’s evaluation and optimization, in case of 

exhaustive search. Nevertheless, some works started to explore 

the architecture level by performing automatic generation of 

architectures instead of sticking to a few known architectures. 

In [13][15][17], a generation and comparison of power-split 

architectures is performed based on system matrix generation 

and analysis. The principle is to use one or two planetary gears 

(PG) linked to the other components by clutches which can be 

closed or open. It allows the assessment of different topologies 

and operating modes depending on the state of the clutches. 

However, only a brute force comparison is performed with the 

components and gear-ratio of the Volt-2 and only some 

downsizing of the MGs is presented. In [15] a new model of 

tracked vehicle with three PG is developed and optimized sizing 

is performed using genetic algorithm (GA) and near optimal 

control method. In most of these studies, the efficiency of the 

gears seems not to be taken into account, thus energetic 

comparison could not be completely fair. 

In [18], the automatic generation of graphs of hybrid 

architectures is proposed using constraint-programming, 

without an evaluation of the architectures. Automated physical 

modeling and filtering is then added in [19] without component 

technology & sizing optimization, and while neglecting the 

transmission losses. These works will be recalled later and 

compared to the proposed methodology. 

In this paper, the authors propose a complete methodology 

allowing the optimal design of HEV architectures from 

topology level to the optimal sizing and control. Using a certain 

amount of components, all the possible topologies are 

generated, filtered and optimally sized (components and gears). 

An original model allows assessing the fuel consumption while 

taking into account the efficiency of all the components and 

without the need todevelop a new model when changing the 

involved components.  

iii. Proposed methodology 

 
Figure 2: Overview of the proposed methodology 

The proposed methodology (Figure 2) starts by a definition of 

the design inputs (A part in Figure 2): the components that can 

be used, and the specifications (vehicle requirements, objective 

functions).  

Then an automatic generation of all the possible architectures 

(B part in Figure 2) is done using constraint-programming. This 

method is similar to the one used in [18]; however, in this work 

the problem is differently defined, more conveniently 

implemented using Python environment, and easily solved 

(chapter III). In this step, the architectures are represented as 

graphs using a novel graphical representation (chapter II) 

suitable for new-trend hybrid gearboxes that cannot be 

generated and studied using the methodologies in the 

previously cited works [13][17][18][19]. Thousands of 

generated graphs are commonly expected. Some filtering steps 

could be added in order to select tens of graphs which 

correspond to the most promising architectures. This filtering 

(chapter IV) is done based on novel representations developed in 

this work. 

The most promising architectures should be evaluated and 

optimized. A General Hybrid Model (C part in Figure 2) is 

developed for this purpose. It is inserted inside a bi-level 

optimization technique (D part in Figure 2) on the levels of 



 

 

control and component technology & sizing. To solve the 

linked problem of sizing and control (level 2 and 3, figure 1) 

the most used method seems to be a joined optimization of 

component sizes and control. This is often performed using an 

outer loop of optimization based on stochastic algorithm and an 

inner control loop which can be based on optimal control as 

dynamic programming (DP) method or on near optimal control 

method [15]. For example, in [20] and [21] GA and DP are 

used. In [22] particle swarm optimization are tried with DP. 

Other techniques are also tried, using Pontryagin’s minimum 

principle for sizing and control [23] or even gradient based 

technique for the outer loop [24]. However, due to the non-

convexity of the problem, GA associated to DP seems to be the 

most robust method to tackle the sizing and control problem 

[20], and performs a fair comparison while guaranteeing the 

convergence and the optimal control. 

The developed General Hybrid Model is inserted inside a bi-

level optimization technique (GA and DP) and is able to 

automatically assess and optimize all the generated 

architectures, an achievement not yet seen in the literature. The 

architectures are finally compared based on the chosen 

objective functions. 

iv. Contribution and outline 

The contributions of this paper are: 

1- Exploration of the architecture level instead of selection of 

few known architectures for comparison. This is done thanks 

to the automatic generation of architectures.  

2- Development of a general hybrid model that can allow the 

assessment of all the generated graphs and therefore can 

connect the exploration work on the architecture level with 

the optimization work on the components technology & 

sizing and control levels. 

3- Combining the exploration of the architecture level with the 

automatic multi-objective optimization. This was not 

previously achieved in the literature. 

 

In the following, the representation used to visualize the 

architectures is revealed in chapter II. The automatic generation 

of architectures is described in chapter III and the automatic 

filtering in IV. The automatic optimization done using the 

general hybrid model is explained in chapterV. Finally, a case 

study is performed in VI to prove the capability of the 

methodology before concluding. 

II. PROPOSED REPRESENTATION 

The methodology proposes to generate all the possible 

architectures that can be made when connecting a certain 

number of defined powertrain components and defined 

connecting elements. For that, these components and generated 

architectures need to be visualized.   

In the literature, two remarkable representations are found in 

[18], and [25]. Inspired by these two works, a graphical 

representation is proposed to be used in this article (Figure 3).  

i. Overview of the graphical representation 

A powertrain is visualized as a graph. This graph is made of 

nodes and connections. The nodes are of two types (bipartite 

graph) [25]: components (circles in colors) and connectors - i.e. 

shafts - (small circles in black). No direct connection can be 

done between the components. Connections are only done 

through the shafts.  

The components nodes are:  

 Powertrain components: the Internal Combustion 

Engine (ICE), the Motor Generators (MGs), the Final 

Drive output (FD) 

 Gearbox components: the clutches and the ‘synchro’ 

unit (Synchronizer + 2 gear pairs)   

 

Figure 3: The proposed representation 

ii. The ‘synchro’ unit in details 

More details are given here on the synchro unit concept 

because it gives the representation its uniqueness and 

appropriate level of details. Such units are seen in manual 

gearboxes and consist of a synchronizer and 2 pairs of gears 

(Figure 4). In each pair of gears, one gear (the green) is fixed to 

a shaft and one (the blue) is free spinning and connects to 

another shaft through the synchronizer. The synchronizer can 

be in 3 states: (1) in the center and not connected to any free-

spinning gear: position Neutral, (2) to the left and connected to 

the left gear: connection with gear ratio 1, (3) to the right and 

connected to the right gear: connection with gear ratio 2. 

 

 
Figure 4: The synchro unit 

This ‘synchro’ unit is visualized as an entity of 3 red nodes 

(in Figure 4: S_0: central node, S_R: right node, S_L: left node) 

and has three external connections. One connection is to the 

input shaft and the two other connections can be to a same 

output shaft (case of conventional manual gearboxes) or to 2 



 

 

output shafts (case of dedicated hybrid gearboxes newly seen, 

as in [26][27][28][29]).  

This gives the proposed representation a level of details 

appropriate to generate these new-trend dedicated hybrid 

gearboxes that cannot be generated by [18] without making the 

problem too complex like in [25]. In fact, in [18] the gearbox is 

considered as one node that can have two connections (1 input, 

1 output) and that can be used once (as in conventional 

powertrains). There is no possibility to innovate inside the 

gearbox. In [25], all the elementary gearbox components are 

visualized (the synchronizer and every single gear). This gives 

a great degree of freedom inside the gearbox, but makes the 

problem more complex if one is only interested in the energetic 

aspect of the gearbox and is not in its volumetric and 

compactness aspect. 

 

iii. Example of architectures 

Below are examples on architectures visualized using the 

proposed representation: 

 A simple series-parallel architecture with gears for the 

electric machines: 

 

 
Figure 5: Example 1 

Gears are not shown in our representation. However, each 

component edge and each of the right and left nodes of the 

‘synchro’ unit could have an attribute gear ratio.  

 

 A parallel architecture with a 2-speed gearbox: 

 

 
Figure 6: Example 2 

It should be mentioned that in the proposed representation no 

planetary gear component was used at the time, but it can be 

easily added in the future. The general model (section V.i) will 

be adapted.  

III. AUTOMATIC GENERATION 

In this section, the automatic generation of architectures is 

explained. This involves solving a Constraint Satisfaction 

Problem (CSP) presented hereafter. 

i. Problem definition 

1) Variables and domains: 

An architecture is visualized as a graph: a set of nodes V 

connected by a set of edges E.  The graph can be described using 

an adjacency matrix: 𝑛 by 𝑛 matrix where the columns and the 

rows are the node 𝑉0, … 𝑉𝑛−1, and each cell at index (𝑖, 𝑗) takes 

a 0 or 1 value describing the absence (0) or presence (1) of 

connection between the node  𝑉𝑖 and 𝑉𝑗. 

In this work, the powertrain is considered to include a 

maximum of: 1 ICE, 2 MGs, 1 FD, 4 shafts, 3 clutches, and 3 

synchro units. With these components quite all new compact 

parallel or series-parallel architectures for passenger vehicles 

can be generated, such as presented in [26] and [27].  

Topologies with multiple gearboxes can be generated including 

architectures where the MGs are connected to some internal 

gears of the gearbox and not just to the input or the output shafts 

of the gearbox. Architectures with more components can be 

encountered in heavy vehicles but are not relevant (cost issue) 

for passenger vehicles. The method can be adapted to more 

components but will be more time consuming. 

The corresponding adjacency matrix is shown in Figure 7. In 

blue and green are the powertrain components’ nodes (ICE, 

MGs, FD), in red are the mechanical transmission components’ 

nodes (clutches, synchronizers), and in grey the shafts nodes 

(X1 to X4).  

The matrix has 23 × 23 = 529 cells that can take 2 values 

(0 or 1). The values of the variables are related between 

themselves through some constraints. The involved CSP can be 

defined as follows: 

 Number of variables: 529  

 Domain of all variables: {0, 1} 

 Constraints: see next section 

 Target: get all the feasible solutions 

The number of solutions without constraints is: 

 2529 =  1.7574 ×  10159 (1) 

2) Constraints: 

Any solution should respect some constraints regarding the 

components connection, mechanical feasibility, powertrain 

functionality and the non-repeatability of the components. A 

summary of the used constraints is shown in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Summary of the problem constraints

 

 

These constraints reduce the design space. Before adding 

these constraints, the variables are 529 (violet rectangle in 

Figure 7) and have unknown values. The number of solutions is 

2529.  

The C000 constraint (of Table 1) imposes the matrix to be 

symmetric because the graph of mechanical connections is an 



 

 

undirected graph: node 1 is connected to node 2 is equivalent to 

node 2 is connected to node 1. C001 imposes the nodes to be 

connected to the shaft nodes only, enforcing the variables of 

other connections to be 0 (except some values kept 1 to 

visualize the mandatory connection between the nodes of the 

synchro unit). This is seen in Figure 7 visualizing how the C000 

and C001 are affecting the adjacency matrix. The variables with 

unknown value are reduced from 529 to 76 and the number of 

solutions from 2529to 276. The other constraints are also 

reducing the design space. They are functionality and non-

repeatability constraints (for example: in C008 it is useless to 

have 2 clutches in parallel). Another case of constraint is C003 

which imposes that, in order to forbid direct connection 

between ICE and FD, the value at index (0, j) and the value at 

index (3, j) cannot be both equal to 1, for a column index j 

between 19 and 22. 

 

 
Figure 7: The adjacency matrix after the addition of constraints 

ii. Problem implementation and solving 

The problem needs to be implemented in an environment and 

solved. Constraint programming techniques will be used. 

Python-Constraint module [30] on Python environment was 

selected. It offers backtracking capabilities and forward 

checking capabilities (constraint propagation). It succeeded in 

solving our problem in a relatively fast way. Figure 8 presents 

an example with a reduced possible number of components. 

The output solutions are represented by their adjacency 

matrices. They need to be visualized according to our proposed 

representation. For this, the python NetworkX[31] module was 

used. Between the 132 generated graphs in this example, some 

are unique but some are redundant. Two examples of redundant 

graphs are shown in Figure 9. The 2 graphs are the same except 

a detected interchangeability between the nodes of the synchro 

unit (S1_R and S1_L).  

All the redundant graphs but one need to be removed. This is 

done in the automatic filtering steps. 

IV. AUTOMATIC FILTERING 

Even after considering the previously presented constraints 

(Table 1), the number of possible solutions remains very high 

and all the generated architectures are not necessarily efficient 

or different. Therefore, different steps of filtering are needed. 

They are explained in this chapter.  

 

 
Figure 8: Example of solving 

 
Figure 9: Example of redundant graphs 

i. Filtering Step 1: 0ABC Table 

Some graphs were found to be redundant or isomorph due to 

a symmetry problem: orientation of the synchro unit, 

interchangeability between the nodes of the synchro unit and 

interchangeability between the electric machines. The 2 graphs 

in Figure 9 are examples of the interchangeability between the 

nodes of the synchro unit (S1_R and S1_L). The 2 graphs have 

the same energetic model leading to same energy efficiency. 

There is no need to consider both graphs in the methodology 

and hence one of them is to be removed. 

A new representation called ‘0ABC Table’ was developed to 

detect these redundancies. It is a table describing the type of 1-

stage connection between all the powertrain components. A 1-

stage connection means that a maximum of 2 shafts exists 

between the 2 considered components. Figure 10 shows the 

‘0ABC Table’ of the redundant graphs of Figure 9. The 1st line 

of the 0ABC Table indicates that the ICE can be connected to 

FD through a synchro. The 2nd line: between MG1 and FD, 1 

connection through synchro is possible. The 3rd line describes 

the connection between MG2 and FD, but it is set to 0 since 

there is no MG2 in this architecture. 4th line: 2 connections 

through synchro can be done between ICE and MG1. 5th and 6th 

lines are 0 since MG2 is not present. 

Graphs having the same 0ABC table are redundant graphs. 

The decision is to keep the 1st graph and remove the others.      

 

 
Figure 10: 0ABC table of the redundant graphs in Figure 9 

C003: Values at a same column 

index j cannot be both equal to1 



 

 

ii. Filtering Step 2: Modes Table 

Each of the kept non-redundant graphs has different states 

caused by the different combination of states of the actuators. 

A graph equipped with 𝑁_𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠 and 𝑁_𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑠 will have 

2𝑁_𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠 × 3𝑁_𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑠 states. The developed tool on Python 

generates these states graphs and automatically detects the 

corresponding powertrain mode, based on the components 

present and which components are connected. Nine modes are 

possible:  

(1) ICE only: ICE alone is connected to the wheels 

(2) Pure 1MG: electric mode, only 1 MG connected to the wheels 

(3) Pure 2MG: electric mode, 2 MGs connected to the wheels 

(4) Parallel 1MG: ICE and 1 MG connected to the wheels 

(5) Parallel 2MG: ICE and 2 MGs connected to the wheels 

(6) Series: 1 MG is connected to the wheels and the ICE is 

connected to another MG 

(7) Neutral: the wheels are connected to none of the components, 

and no connection between the other powertrain components 

(8) Stand-still charging 1MG: the wheels are connected to none 

of the components; the engine is however connected to 1 MG 

(9) Stand-still charging 2MG: the wheels are connected to none 

of the components; the engine is however connected to 2 MGs 

These modes were imagined to cover all the possibilities of 

energy paths. The option of ‘undetected mode’ was added in 

case a state graph did not fit to the 9 possible modes. However, 

this case was never encountered proving that the 9 possible 

modes do cover all the possible modes. 

For each graph, a ‘Modes Table’ is created and lists the 

number of each of the 9 possible modes available in the graph 

(Figure 11).  

 
Figure 11: Modes Table 

At this level, the graphs can be compared based on their 

Modes Table. In addition, constraints can be added on the 

minimum and maximum number of modes required. An 

example is shown in Figure 11. The Modes Table of the 

considered architecture of the example has 0 “ICE only” mode. 

This could be used for example as a constraint and will dismiss 

this architecture as the minimum number of “ICE only” modes 

required in this example is 1. 

 

iii. Toward assessment: Modes Table + 

More information is needed to assess the architectures and is 

linked to the efficiency of the powertrain in each of the listed 

modes. For this reason, a Modes Table + is created (Table 2) 

and will be used in the assessment (part V.i). For each available 

mode, a description of the paths between all the components is 

done by calculating: 

 The global efficiency of the path  

 The global gear ratio of the path 

Each node in the graph was already assigned an attribute ratio 

and efficiency. The global gear ratio or efficiency of a path is 

calculated as a multiplication or division of the attributes of the 

nodes that are on the path. An example of how some modes are 

described in Modes Table + is shown in Table 2.  

For instance, the ICE only mode (first line of Table 2) is 

described using 2 values:  K_ICE_FD and η_ICE_FD.  

K_ICE_FD is the global ratio of the ICE to FD path and is 

calculated as a multiplication of all the ratios of the nodes that 

exist on this path. η_ICE_FD is the global efficiency of the ICE 

to FD path and is also calculated as a multiplication of the 

efficiencies of the nodes on the path. For the other modes, all 

the paths between the involved components are described in a 

similar way. When only 1 MG is involved in a mode (example 

Pure 1MG), a variable MG is given a value of 1 or 2 to define 

which MG is connected to the wheels. 

 
Table 2: Example of modes description in Modes Table + 

 Mode Description 

1 ICE only K_ICE_FD, η_ICE_FD 

2 Pure 1MG 
MG = 1 or 2 

K_MG_FD, η_MG_FD 

4 Parallel 1MG 

MG = 1 or 2 

K_ICE_FD, η_ICE_FD 

K_MG_FD, η_MG_FD 

K_ICE_MG,η_ICE_MG 

5 Parallel 2MG 

K_ICE_FD, η_ICE_FD 

K_MG1_FD, η_MG1_FD 

K_MG2_FD, η_MG2_FD 

K_ICE_MG1, η_ICE_MG1 

K_ICE_MG2, η_ICE_MG2 

K_MG1_MG2, η_MG1_MG2 

6 Series 
MG= 1 or 2 

K_MG_FD, η_MG_FD 

K_ICE_MG, η_ICE_MG 

 

The Modes Table + include the information needed for the 

energetic assessment of the architectures. This automatic 

assessment and optimization of the generated architectures will 

be the content of the next chapter. 

V. AUTOMATIC OPTIMIZATION 

The generated architectures need to be assessed, optimized 

and compared. Therefore, energetic models that calculate the 

fuel consumption and the performance of the powertrains are 

required. When the number of assessed architectures is limited, 

the traditional way is to manually develop one model per 

architecture. However, when the automatic generation of 

architectures is included in the methodology, manually 

modeling all these generated architectures becomes infeasible. 

To solve this, automatic modeling [32] or generic 

transmission models [4] can be used. In this work, a specific 

general model for (P)HEV is developed. 



 

 

i. General hybrid model 

This model includes the 9 possible modes that the generated 

architectures can have. A visualization of the model is shown 

in Figure 12. No real transmission exists in this model but it can 

represent all the generated architectures. Even if the energy path 

is not real, it is perfectly equivalent to the “real” generated 

topologies and allows assessing the vehicle performance or the 

fuel consumption in an exact manner. All the components are 

connected by simplified virtual links that have 1 gear with a 

ratio and efficiency. These are the global ratio and efficiency of 

the considered power path. This information is found in the 

Modes Table + of the architecture.  

 

 
Figure 12: General Hybrid Model 

Depending on the selected mode, the energy path is activated 

or not. Examples of 2 modes are shown in Figure 13. Each of 

the possible modes in the architecture is a function called using 

the description of the mode found in Modes Table+.  

 
Figure 13: Example of modes inside the general hybrid model 

The general hybrid model includes a function for the 

dynamic performance calculation of the vehicle and a function 

for the fuel consumption calculation using Dynamic 

Programming (DP), see part ii. In each of these 2 scripts, the 

calculation requires an instantaneous calling of all the available 

modes. All the available modes in Modes Table + are called 

with the specific information that is also found in Modes Table 

+.  

ii. Bi-level optimization process 

The general hybrid model has components & sizing variables 

that need to be decided when the powertrain is being designed, 

and control variables that need to be decided instantaneously 

when the powertrain is being operated. To optimize these 

variables, the model is inserted inside a bi-level optimization 

technique following the nested approach [3]: the design 

(components technology & sizing) in an upper level and the 

control in a lower level (Figure 14).  

1) Upper level design optimization: 

A Genetic Algorithm (GA) manages the design level and 

makes the choice of design candidates to assess (set of values 

for the design variables). Each design candidate will pass a set 

of performance tests (for example: acceleration 0 to 100 km/h, 

acceleration 80 to 120 km/h, and maximum speed). For that, the 

performance function is called. Inside this function, the vehicle 

starts from stationary position and at each time step we search 

for the maximum torque that can be delivered to the wheels. For 

this, all the available modes are called using their specific 

information found in Modes Table+. The mode that can deliver 

the maximum torque on the wheels is selected. 

 

 

Figure 14: Bi-level optimization process and function calling 

For the candidates that pass the performance test, a 

calculation of the objectives is done. GA iterates this process 

and performs an exploration of this design spaceusing an 

evolution process (Selection, Crossover, and Mutation) to 

produce better generations. This process yields to a Pareto front 

presenting the tradeoff between the objective functions.    

2) Lower level control optimization: 

A calculation of the objectives is needed on the upper level 

of design optimization. When the objective function is only 

design related (powertrain cost, volume, sizing), no vehicle 

operation is needed and no control optimization is needed. 

However, in the case of an objective like the fuel consumption 

of the vehicle, the vehicle should be simulated and its control is 

to be optimized. 

The vehicle is considered to operate on a driving cycle and 

Dynamic Programming DP [33][34] solves the control 

problem. This problem can be represented as a graph of battery 

State Of Charge SOC versus time (the SOC being the only state 

variable in the problem). The objective is to go from an initial 

SOC to a same final SOC (charge sustaining) while choosing 

the control that ensures the minimum cumulative fuel 

consumption at the end of the driving cycle. DP solves this 

problem in 3 steps: graph construction (space limit of the 

problem), edge cost calculation and finally graph solving. For 

the first 2 steps, the limits function and the edge cost function 

of the general hybrid model are called. The final SOC constraint 

is ensured by the construction of the searching space. The 

instantaneous fuel consumption cost of the edges is assessed by 

means of the general model presented (parti i), and DP finds the 



 

 

optimal control to minimize the global fuel consumption on the 

cycle. For more information on DP applied to HEVs see for 

example [6]. Inside these functions, all the available modes are 

to be called instantaneously. Based on Modes Table +, all the 

available modes are called using their specific information. 

Unlike conventional ways, DP is operating here with no 

previous knowledge of the architecture.  

The GA, DP and all the scripts are fixed. Changing Modes 

Table + and repeating the process is enough to simulate and 

optimize all the generated architectures.  

VI. CASE STUDY 

In this chapter, an application of the entire methodology is 

performed to show its capability. Starting from the powertrain 

components of a Series-Parallel powertrain, all the feasible 

architectures are generated and filtered. The most promising are 

automatically optimized and compared. 

i. Input components and generated graphs 

The starting components that are injected in the automatic 

generation tool are the components of a series-parallel 

architecture that has a 2-speed gearbox (Figure 15): 1 ICE, 1 

FD, 2 MGs, 4 shafts (black dots), 2 clutches (red dots) and 1 

synchro unit. We will be interested in architectures having at 

least 1 ICE only, 1 electric, 1 series and 1 parallel mode. In 

addition, the architectures should allow battery charging at 

standstill (cf.VI.ii). 

The tool generated 480 graphs of architectures in 807.1 

seconds. The eleven architectures finally selected (see below) 

are presented in Figure 16. 

 

ii.Automatic filtering and selection of architectures 

The 480 generated graphs are filtered 

in 3 steps: 

0ABC filtering: 

Removed 417 redundant graphs and 

kept 63 non-redundant graphs. 

Modes filtering:  

Architectures are required to have: 

- 1 ICE only mode 

- 1 (Pure 1MG or 2MG) mode 

- 1 Series mode 

- 1 (Parallel 1MG or 2MG) mode  

- 1 (Series or Stand-still charging 

1MG or Stand-still charging 2MG) 

mode 

This step dismissed 46 graphs and 17 

remained. 

 

 
Figure 15: Input components and solving 

 

 
Figure 16: The 11 selected architectures 

Path ICE-Wheels:  

For dynamic and efficiency reasons, architectures are required 

to have a minimum of 2 paths from the ICE to the wheels. 6 

graphs are dismissed. 

At the end of the filtering steps, 11 graphs of architectures 

remained (Figure 16). These are the most promising 

architectures that are optimized and compared in the next 

section. 

iii. Automatic assessment and comparison 

The Modes Tables + are passed to the general hybrid model. 

1) Simulation parameters 

The components used correspond to a middle class HEV [7]. 

The components are sized through a scaling technique [7][35]. 

Their initial main characteristics are presented Table 3. The 

engine specific fuel consumption and MGs efficiencies maps 

can be found in [7].  



 

 

Table 3: Main initial characteristics of the components 

Vehicle Weight  1360 kg 

Engine weight 100 kg 

 max power 57kW @5000rpm 

MG1 and MG2 weight 55 kg 

 max power 50 kW 

 max torque 400Nm @1200 rpm 

Battery Module weight  1.75 kg 

 Module energy  46.7 Wh 

The sizing variables are scaling factors applied to the 

maximum power of the ICE, MG1 and MG2, the modules 

number in the battery and all the involved gear ratios (6). The 

scaling factor also impacts the weight of the components (with 

the assumption of weight proportional to maximum torque). 

The initial weights are presented in Table 3. The battery is 

modeled by a classical equivalent electric serial model: open 

circuit voltage in series with a resistance. The resistance value 

changes depending on charge or discharge operations.  

Two objective functions are considered: 

(1) Number of battery modules in series (Nbatt),  

(2) Charge sustaining fuel consumption: 
𝐹𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠 =  𝛼. 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑛  +  𝛽. 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑟𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙  +  𝛾. 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑤𝑎𝑦 (1) 

𝛼, 𝛽 and 𝛾 are coefficients calculated from the mean traveled 

distance by the French population in urban, rural road and 

highway conditions. These values are respectively 0.4, 0.3 and 

0.3 [36]. 

The fuel consumption will be a good indication of the CO2 

emission. Further works can also consider other pollutants 

emissions (CO, NOx, HC). However it will complicate the 

control problem if a tradeoff between CO2 and pollutant is also 

considered as for example in [37]. The battery number is a good 

indicator of the onboard electrical power and energy and of the 

cost of the hybridization. A global cost can also be considered 

[38][15] even if it is difficult to evaluate with accuracy. 

The multi-objectives NSGA-II algorithm will then provide 

the Pareto front of the optimization problem formulated as 

follows: 

{
min(𝐹𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠)

min(𝑁𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡)
 

𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑡𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡 

C1:𝑡0−>100< 10.1 s; 

C2:𝑡80−>120< 7.5 s; 

C3:Vmax> 180 km/h 

FCons is computed as a weighted average of the fuel 

consumption in charge sustaining mode in urban, rural road and 

highway conditions. The ARTEMIS European driving cycles 

are used to simulate these three conditions and the control is 

optimized on each of them using DP. One DP problem is solved 

(part V.ii.2) for each cycle of FCons. 

2) Results 

The 11 architectures are optimized. The Pareto fronts 

representing the performance of each architecture according to 

the 2 objectives are shown in Figure 17. 

 
Figure 17: Pareto fronts at the end of the optimization 

Those results prove that the methodology succeeded in: 

1- Automatically generating all the graphs of possible 

architectures. 

2- Automatically filtering these architectures and selecting 

some of them for optimization and assessment. 

3- Automatically optimizing these architectures and 

comparing them based on the 2 chosen objective functions. 

The Pareto fronts shown in Figure 17 prove that for a same 

number of battery modules, the architectures can have a 

10% to 14% difference in fuel consumption. For a same fuel 

consumption, the architectures can have 40% to 60% 

difference in the number of battery modules in series.  

4- Another output of the methodology is the possibility of 

examining closely the optimal sizing and the powertrain 

operation (energy management, components operation, 

modes choice…) for all the architectures on all the 

simulated driving cycles. An example is presented hereafter. 

 

 ARCH 9 ARCH 1 ARCH 2 

Nb Battery Modules 28 

FC MIXED 

(l/100km) 4.49 4.69 5.07 

urban 4.39 4.65 5.15 

rural 3.67 3.81 4.19 

highway 5.44 5.64 5.86 

Power MG1 (kW) 86.6 50.5 98.8 

Power MG2 (kW) 100 29 99 

Power ICE (kW) 64.2 88.9 69.9 

k_FD 3.4 3.95 1.23 

k_ICE 1 1.2 2.55 

k_MG1 1 2.8 2.94 

k_MG2 1.11 1 2.86 

S_L 1.49 0.8 1.52 

S_R 0.73 0.46 0.63 

Table 4: The sizing of the Pareto points for 28 battery modules 

The Pareto points corresponding to 28 Number of battery 

modules for architectures 9 (one of the best), 1 (intermediate) 

and 2 (worse) are considered in this example. The sizing is 

presented in Table 4, along with the fuel consumption in each 

of the driving conditions. 



 

 

Architecture 9 has the least fuel consumption in all driving 

conditions. It has also downsized MG1 and ICE compared to 

architecture 2. However, architecture 1 presents the most 

downsized electric powertrain components (MG1 and MG2), 

with a slightly upsized engine.  

The operation of architecture 9 on the rural driving cycle is 

examined in Figure 18 and Figure 19. The charge sustaining 

operation is evident and frequent engine power cut is visible.  

 
Figure 18: SOC variation in rural driving 

 
Figure 19: Power variation in rural driving 

 
Figure 20: Mode choice in percentage of time in urban, rural and 

highway driving 

The percentage of time choice of each mode in each driving 

condition is presented in Figure 20. The electric driving has the 

major shares in urban and rural, with less occurrence in 

highway. The parallel 1MG modes usage increases from urban 

to rural and highway. The parallel 2MG modes are absent in 

urban and minorly used in rural and highway. The series mode 

is also minorly used in all the driving conditions. The 

importance of having a series mode is to be questioned in later 

analysis.  

VII. CONCLUSION 

The paper proposes a systematic methodology for the 

generation and design of hybrid powertrains. The 

representation used and the different parts of the methodology 

were explained: the automatic generation of architectures, the 

automatic filtering and the automatic optimization. A case study 

was also done and proved the capability of the methodology. 

The main contributions of this work are (1) the developed tool 

that can generate and filter hybrid architectures based on the 

manufacturer constraints and requirements, and (2) the general 

hybrid model that can simulate and optimize all the generated 

architectures. The main limitations are the exclusion of power-

split architectures and the optimization time for 1 architecture 

(8 to 10 hours). These issues will be addressed in the future. 

Improving the codes has already started and could reduce the 

optimization time by half. The component models, sizing 

technique and choice will also be reviewed and improved. 

Other objectives will be also considered (compactness, 

pollutants, battery aging...). An example of comprehensive 

analysis of the results (optimal sizing, powertrain operation, 

modes choice) has been given in this article, but more deep 

analysis will be carried out in the future in order to assess in 

detail the effectiveness of the best proposed solutions. 
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